


Upstate Jamboree is all about bringing people together like long lost pals. and treading lightly on the Earth 

while we're at it. Imagine a dozen really fun lawn games. most of which you've never seen before. the 

sounds of gliding pucks and balls echoing under a beautiful tent. Corhhole bags slap against boards in the 

distance. their players squealing with excitement. Next thing you know Uncle Jimmy and the first friend you 

ever made in kindergarten are besties! 

Our old world arcade pays homage to a simpler time of family celebrations and good ol' fashioned fun. 

Culling inspiration from 1500s France. Moorish architecture. and traveling carnivals. we use sustainable. 

locally harvested wood from our neighbors in Upstate New York's Hudson Valley to hand craft our signature 

game designs. No electricity is required for any of our games so they can be enjoyed anywhere! 



1. SUSTAINABILITY
Using sustainable. locally harvested wood from our neighbors in Upstate New York's Hudson Valley. we build beautiful 
heirloom quality lawn and table games that are used again and again. reducing our footprint while bringing joy to hundreds 
of people at a time. We avoid using plastic whenever possible. repurpose vintage hardware. and pride ourselves on the lost 
art of repair. At the end of the day. Upstate Jamboree packs up & leaves without a trace and without waste. 

2. EQUALITY
We believe the beauty of our New York community comes from its diversity- of race. gender. beliefs. and orientations. That is 
why we are committed to offering our services to all. celebrating our diverse communities. 

3. INTEGRITY
We vow to treat every client. vendor and employee with honesty and respect. We will deliver integrity through every 
transaction and customer experience. 



As a brand new business in its infancy having launched just this summer. we have yet to generate any 

sales. However. after working multiple weddings and events for free this year. and promoting Upstate 

Jamboree through our website and social media. we have gotten several recent inquiries for the 2019 

wedding season. We expect to have at least $10.000 in rental bookings in the next six months. 

We also recently expanded into e-commerce. offering wedding favors for sale on our website. We expect 

this channel to generate upwards of $1.000 in sales next year. 



Upstate Jamboree is the only ful l  service game rental company offering elegant vintage-inspired signature designs. 

PRICING & POSITIONING STRATEGY 
We have designed our business to have minimal overhead so that we are able to price our rental packages 
competitively within the New York wedding industry market. Our fixed costs are currently limited to our website 
hosting. However. we have a number of variable costs including building materials. credit card processing fees. 
truck rentals. tolls. gas. and event insurance. 

We currently offer two rental packages priced at $1200 and $1800. Both packages include four consecutive hours of 
gaming. two attendants. set-up and breakdown. and delivery within a 90 mile radius of our headquarters in the 
Catskills. (All distances beyond the 90 miles require a $100 fee + 75 cents per additional mile.) Additionally we 
offer add-ons for either rental package. 

While our rates are competitive with other wedding vendors in the area. such as affordable food caterers. our 



pricing is higher than game rental competitors. We believe this is an effective strategy as we are offering a much 
higher quality product and experience than any of our direct competitors. In addition. we uniquely offer white glove 
delivery. which includes set up and removal of our product. 

To date we have put in about $10,000 to launch our business. With our current pricing strategy we expect at least a 
2x ROI within the next year. 

SALES & DISTRIBUTION PLAN 
We currently offer two types of products- game rental packages and party favors. Both types of products are 
available for purchase directly through our website. The game rental packages are offered in a direct distribution 
channel as we deliver and provide the rental services ourselves. The party favors are offered in a one stage 
distribution channel as we source them from the manufacturer then deliver them to the consumer. 

For game rental packages we offer a courtesy one week hold while we work out the details with our clients. but 
beyond that we have a strict first pay. first reserve policy. A 50% deposit is required to lock in a date. We personally 
deliver the product in person the day of the event. The costs associated with the delivery of our product are limited 
to truck rental fees. tolls and gas. 

For party favors. once we receive an order through our website we then submit an order with the manufacturer. 



Items arrive in about 2 - 5 business days once an order is placed. We then unpack the product. inspect it to make 
sure there are no damages. repack it in the manufacturer's packaging. remove any identifying stickers or labels. 
and ship it out the same day with a personalized thank you note. This sales model does not require us to keep any 
inventory on hand. 

ADVERTISING & PROMOTION PLAN 
Our current focus has been on social media ffacebook. Pinterest and lnstagram) and search engine optimization 
(SEO) for our website. We have also participated in a number of local promotional events such as Hutton Fare in 
Kingston. NY and a stylized photoshoot at A Private Estate in Germantown. We also brought full rental packages to a 
couple friends' weddings in the area this past summer. We distribute promotional cards to local venues and 
storefronts. We have also sent introductory emails to wedding venues and wedding planners throughout New York. 

In 2019 we plan to dedicate $75/month to retargeting ads via AdRoll for our website. We also hope to gain publicity 
with the help of a site like Launch Grow Joy or a publicist. though we are currently unsure of the costs. In addition 
we plan to add a blog to our site highlighting all the events we've worked and further boost our SEO. We may also 
attend a couple trade shows if it is within our budget. And finally. we plan to sponsor at least one community event 
next year by providing our games free of charge. 



We currently offer two rental packages. but are in the process of building new games for Rental Packages 
#3 and #4. This will create additional pricing tiers to further diversify our offerings. 

Once we complete Packages #3 and #4. we will use our earnings from 2019 to build upon our game rental 
inventory in order to handle multiple bookings in a day. This will require us to hire a core team of 
employees and thus create training procedures. an employee manual. a unisex uniform. a human resources 
department. etc. We will also need to purchase additional insurance and a small fleet of work vehicles. 

The next big leap would be expanding across the country and/or franchising our operations. 

Throughout all this. we will continue growing our offering of party favors by finding more ethically minded 
manufacturers who do not require an opening order for us to feature their products on our website. 



$6.000 of this prize money would be allocated to a publicist who specializes in high end local publications 

such as The New York Times and New York Magazine. 

$15.000 would be allocated to purchasing a second hand 15' box truck from a local auction house in 

Newburgh. NY. 

$2000 would go towards any necessary truck renovations as well as outfitting it with custom shelving for 
our games and logo decals for two sides of the truck. 

$2000 would go towards materials for building out the rest of the games necessary for Packages #3 & #4. 

$5000 would go towards retargeting ads on AdRoll. as well as ads on Google. Facebook. lnstagram & 

Pinterest. 




